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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. ( Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2011
PART- I
ECONOMICS - GENERAL
Paper - I

Duration: 3 Hours J

( Full Marks: 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
The figures in the margin indicate full marks.
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l.

Answer any ten questions

a)

Give two exceptions of the law of demand.

b)

What is budget line?

c)

What is opportunity cost?

d)

What is normal profit?

e)

What is isoquant?

"All costs are variable costs in the long-run." Why?
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g)

�hat is price consumption curve ?

h)

If total utility is maximum, what will be the value of marginal utility ?

i)

What is shut-down point ?

j)

Define oligopoly market.
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k)

Distinguish between Gross profit and Net profit.
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1)

Define economic rent.

m)

What is the shape of labour supply curve ?
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2.
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n)

Who introduced Liquidity Preference Theory of Interest ?

o)

What is real wage ?
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Answer any five questions

a)

X
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State the law of demand. Distinguish between demand schedule and ·demand
curve. What is the difference between change in demand and change in quantity
4 +6 +6

demanded ?
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b)
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Discuss the characteristics of Indifference curve. With the help of indifference
curve, show that price effect is the summation of income effect and substitution
6 + 10

effect. .
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c)

Explain the relation between average cost and marginal cost of a firm. Explain
why short period average cost curve is 'U' shaped.
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d)

Define production function. Explain the Law of variable proportion.

e)

Explain the nature and shape of industry supply curve under perfectly
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competitive market during long period.

f)

Define monopoly. Explain the equilibrium price and output determination of a
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firm in this market.
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g)

What is pric� discrimination ? What are the types of price discrimination ?
Explain the determination of equilibrium price and output of a discriminating
monopolist.
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What is 'differential rent' of land ? Show that the element of rent exists in
4 + 12

income of all factors of production iIJ,cluding land.
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i)

Define trade union. Explain main functions of a trade union. How far trade
2+6+8

union can raise wages of the workers ?
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j)

Critically discuss the Loanable fund theory of interest in determination of
interest rate.

